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Renovation buildings of the former institute of Pathology and surgery

About - The renovation of the buildings of the former institute of Pathology and surgery is part of a large redevelopment project of the city of Leuven. The historical archive of UZ Leuven will turn the buildings into a museum. Together with the head contractor Resiterra we searched for outlets for the materials in good condition.

Challenges - A large variety of materials with reuse potential: Tiles, sinks, radiators, glass bricks ... for which finding a reseller or outlet in the area tended to be very difficult. Timing: The renovation/demolition had to accelerate because of the world championship cycling passing.

LEUVEN - BE - 2021 - Public procurement
Project Size : XL
Interreg FCRBE partner : Confederatie Bouw - BBRI
Project Owner : Resiterra
Project Manager : Resiterra
Dismantling company : Aclagro